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ABSTRACT
Interpolation is an important and distinguished method pop-
ularly applied to recent synthesis and verification research
topics. Existing approaches generate interpolants by analysing
unsatisfiability proofs from SAT solvers. Unfortunately, the
interpolant is predestinedly determined by how the unsatis-
fiability proof is logged. This particularly weakens the ab-
straction of interpolation-based model checking procedure.
In this paper, a new approach to generate a variety of func-
tionally different interpolants using simulation and SAT solv-
ing is proposed. We further seamlessly integrated the novel
interpolant generation algorithm into the reinterpreted
interpolation-based model checking procedure. Moreover,
spurious counterexamples from the model checker further
guide the generation of interpolants to refute excessive re-
finements. As an extra benefit, proof logging is not required
for SAT solvers. Experiments show promising results of
our interpolation-based model checker NewITP on solving a
large set of HWMCC benchmarks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.6.3 [Logic Design]: Design Aids—Formal Verification

General Terms
Model Checking, Verification
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given two inconsistent Boolean formulae A and B, an in-

terpolant [5] is a Boolean formula I in terms of only common
variables of A,B that over-approximates A and remains in-
consistent with B. Interpolation receives both theoretic and
practical attentions for generating an abstraction in a linear
time complexity to the proof of unsatisfiability [17, 16].

From a practical perspective, interpolation has been broadly
applied to a variety of research areas, especially for logic
synthesis and verification, for instance, the computation of
functional decomposition [12, 13], the reduction of dynamic
power by enlarging clock gating functions [14], and engineer-
ing change order [21, 23].
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The application of interpolation to formal verification is
pioneered by McMillan’s interpolation-based model check-
ing algorithm [16]. It was acknowledged as the best single
engine before the advent of property directed reachability
(PDR, a.k.a IC3) [3, 9]. However, the interpolation-based
algorithm remains the best technique to complete bounded
model checking (BMC) [2] and complements PDR as well as
other model checkers on verifying hard instances. Various
researchers have enhanced the algorithm in different aspects,
including [4, 15, 7].

In previous works, however, an interpolant is predestinedly
determined by how the unsatisfiability proof is logged. Par-
ticularly, interpolants are regarded as blindly constructed.
Therefore, for an interpolation-based model checker, inter-
polation techniques cannot assure a good abstraction for the
verification process and thereby might result in excessive
refinements frequently. As a consequence, existing inter-
polant generation algorithms may limit the effectiveness of
the interpolation-based model checker.

We present a model checker, named NewITP, that nat-
urally solves the problem. The features of NewITP are
summarized as follows: (1) In contrast to previous works
[17, 16, 11], the interpolants are generated using simula-
tion and SAT solving. (2) The novel interpolant genera-
tion algorithm natively constructs functionally different in-
terpolants. (3) Interpolant generation and reachability anal-
ysis in interpolation-based model checking algorithm are col-
laborated. (4) NewITP analyses spurious counterexamples
from refinements and guides the generation of interpolants
to avoid excessive refinements. Therefore the effectiveness
of overall model checking procedure is improved.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the
preliminaries. Our new interpolant generation algorithm
is presented in Section 3, and the implementation of our
interpolation-based model checker, NewITP, is described in
Section 4. Experimental results are illustrated in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
As conventional notations, sets and set elements are rep-

resented as upper- and lower-case letters, respectively. Su-
perscripts and subscripts of a set element indicate the time
information and the numbering of the element, respectively.

We focus on applying the new interpolant generation al-
gorithm to the model checking of safety properties on finite
state transition systems. A finite state transition system M
is a tuple 〈F, S, I, δ〉 described by two propositional logic
formulae: an initial condition I(S) and a transition relation
δ(F, S, S′), where F is a set of free input variables while S
and S′ are sets of current and next state variables, respec-
tively.

A run of M is a sequence of (F, S) pairs: (f0, s0), (f1, s1),
(f2, s2), · · · , such that I(s0) as well as δ(f i, si, si+1) for every
adjacent state pair is satisfied. A state that appears in some
run of the system is reachable. For any propositional logic



formula P over F and S, a state s either satisfies P (denoted
as s |= P ) or satisfies ¬P (denoted as s 6|= P ). Model
checking of a safety property GP on the system M confirms
whether all reachable states of M satisfy P . If the bad state
¬P is not safe (i.e. ¬P is reachable), then there exists a
state s 6|= P in some counterexample.

2.1 Propositional Satisfiability
A literal li is either a Boolean variable vi or its negation
¬vi. A cube is a conjunction of literals while a clause is a
disjunction of literals. A SAT instance is a conjunction of
clauses. A SAT instance is satisfiable if and only if there
exists an assignment to variables such that every clause is
satisfied; otherwise, the instance is unsatisfiable. There ex-
ists a resolution proof (a sequence of resolution steps) for
the unsatisfiability [18], and modern SAT solvers, including
[10], are capable of generating a proof under proof logging.

Finally, a propositional logic formula can be converted
into a SAT instance in linear time whilst the satisfiability is
preserved [22].

2.2 Interpolation and Model Checking

Theorem 1. [5] For any two propositional formulae φA, φB

with φA ∧ φB unsatisfiable, there exists a propositional for-
mula φ′A such that: (1) φA ⇒ φ′A, (2) φ′A ∧ φB is unsatisfi-
able, and (3) φ′A refers to only common variables of φA, φB.

The new propositional formula φ′A is an interpolant of
φA, φB . Since the SAT instance of φA ∧ φB is unsatisfiable,
an interpolant φ′A can thus be constructed from the resolu-
tion proof under proof logging.

In the previous work [16], McMillan proposed a pioneered
interpolation-based model checking algorithm which is a break-
through in SAT-based formal verification. The intuition to
the algorithm is to over-approximate the reachability using
interpolation, since the computation of the exact reachabil-
ity is usually intractable.

The algorithm can be implemented in either forward or
backward manner: Forward implementation constructs in-
terpolants that over-approximate forward reachable states of
initial states while the backward counterpart over-approximates
backward reachable states (pre-images) of bad states (states
that satisfy ¬P ). The backward implementation of the al-
gorithm involves three major steps:
1. BMC Step: Let ¬P be the bad state formula and Img
be the formula that characterizes a set of states. Initially,
Img = ¬P . A bounded model checking [2] procedure is ap-
plied on the system M by checking the k-step reachability
from initial states to states that satisfy Img. The (k − 1)-
step reachability from initial states is represented as

Rk−1 = I(s0) ∧
k−1∧
i=1

δ(f i−1, si−1, si) (1)

and the pre-image of Img is characterized as

PreImg = δ(fk−1, sk−1, sk) ∧ Img. (2)

Therefore,

BMCk = Rk−1 ∧ PreImg (3)

checks the k-step reachability from initial states to Img. If
Formula (3) is satisfiable1, ¬P is reachable and a k-step
counterexample is returned. Otherwise, Rk−1 and PreImg

are disjoint and the property P holds at the k-th time frame.
2. ITP Step: Given that Formula (3) is unsatisfiable,
an interpolant Img′ that over-approximates PreImg is con-
structed. From the definition of interpolant, Rk−1 ∧ Img′
remains unsatisfiable.

1A special case for k = 0 is omitted here.
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Figure 1: A transition system with three state vari-
ables and the only initial state 000.

3. Containment and Refinement Step: Consider the
formula Img′ ⇒ Img. If it is false, replace the present Img
by Img∨ Img′ (disjunction of abstractions) and repeat For-
mula (3). The unsatisfiability of Formula (3) allows ITP
Step to further abstract the pre-image of the updated Img.
Otherwise, a potential spurious counterexample is found and
thereby the algorithm aborts and restarts BMC Step in the
next iteration by increasing the bounded depth k. On the
contrary, if the formula Img′ ⇒ Img is true, an inductive
invariant is found because a fixed point Img is reached, and
¬P is proved safe.

The algorithm terminates either when a real counterex-
ample is returned from BMC Step or when an inductive
invariant is found. In practice, the above-mentioned pro-
cedure successfully over-approximates pre-images of ¬P in
any steps by means of interpolation. However, existing in-
terpolant generation algorithms limit the effectiveness of
model checking because they usually produce coarse over-
approximations that result in excessive refinements.

3. COUNTEREXAMPLE-GUIDED INTER-
POLANT GENERATION ALGORITHM

We propose a novel algorithm to generate interpolants us-
ing ternary simulation2 and SAT solving. As an extra ben-
efit, proof logging is not required by the SAT solver.

3.1 Generation of Interpolants from
Counterexamples

Recall the ITP Step in Section 2.2: As Formula (3) is un-
satisfiable, an interpolant Img′ that over-approximates the
pre-image of Img is constructed such that Rk−1 ∧ Img′ re-
mains unsatisfiable. Our algorithm generates an interpolant
Img′ by iterating three phases:
1. SAT Solving: Consider Formula (2), the pre-image
of Img. Since PreImg is not empty, the formula is satisfi-
able and thus a state sk−1 is extracted from PreImg. Let
img ∈ Img be a state reachable from sk−1.
2. SAT Generalization: In this phase, the algorithm gen-
eralizes the state sk−1 to a larger set of states using ternary
simulation. The procedure is described as follows: Initially,
set the cube C as the state sk−1 and simulate the satisfy-
ing assignment for one frame to reach img. Next, for each
variable vC of C, replace its value by the unknown symbol
X and simulate again. If X does not appear in any vari-
ables of img, vC is removed from C. Otherwise, undo the
replacement for vC , re-simulate and move on to the next
state variable of C. Finally, the cube C represents a set of
PreImg states3. A similar procedure is described in [8, 9].
3. UNSAT Generalization: Consider another formula
Rk−1∧C. The formula is unsatisfiable because states of the

2Three-valued simulation: The augmentation of the un-
known symbol X extends binary semantics by X ∧ 0 = 0
and (X ∧ 1) = (X ∧X) = ¬X = X.
3For instance, the cube 0XX1 represents four states:
0001, 0011, 0101, 0111.



Table 1: Comparison between Characteristics of In-
terpolant Generation Algorithms.

Ours Previous [17, 16]

Representation Disjunction of cubes A Boolean function
Engines Ternary simulation and A SAT solver with

SAT solving proof logging
Generate Iters Many iterations One iteration
Varied Interps Easy Limited

cube C are situated in PreImg and Formula (3) is unsatisfi-
able. By assuming literals of C as unit assumptions to SAT
solvers, modern solvers (e.g. [10]) are capable of returning
a subset of assumption literals used in the proof of unsat-
isfiability4. Consequently the cube C is further generalized
by retaining only literals of C that are used in the proof of
unsatisfiability.

At the end of an iteration, the final clause ¬C is pushed
into the solver to block states of C in future iterations. We
call ¬C a blocking clause and C a blocked cube. This enables
SAT Solving phase to find fresh PreImg states. Finally,
the resulting cube C is collected before the next iteration
starts.

The procedure eventually terminates in the SAT Solving
phase when Formula (2) becomes unsatisfiable. In the mean-
while, PreImg is fully precluded by blocking clauses. Since
the number of pre-image states is finite, the termination of
the above-mentioned procedure is guaranteed.

Let Img′ = C0 ∨ C1 ∨ · · · be the disjunction of blocked
cubes. We show that Img′ is an interpolant of preImg and
Rk−1. First, the algorithm terminates when preImg ⇒ Img′

is true. Second, because Rk−1 ∧ Ci is unsatisfiable for each
cube Ci, R

k−1 ∧ Img′ is unsatisfiable. Finally, every cube
Ci in terms of only pre-image state variables, which are the
common variables of preImg and Rk−1. Therefore, Img′ is
an interpolant of preImg and Rk−1 according to Theorem 1.

Example 1. Figure 1 illustrates a transition system with
three state variables. As customary, 0 and 1 stand for the
negative and positive literal of the corresponding state vari-
able, respectively. Assume that 111 is the only state that
satisfies ¬P . Consider the interpolant of PreImg and R0

withR0 = {000}, Img = {111}, and PreImg = {100, 110, 111}.
Assume that a fresh state 110 is returned from SAT Solv-
ing phase and it is generalized further to the cube 11X in
SAT Generalization phase. Finally, 11X is generalized
to X1X after UNSAT Generalization. Then the cube
X1X is blocked and the algorithm enters the next itera-
tion to find a fresh state. Clearly, the state 100 remains
and assume that it is generalized to 1X0 then 1XX in the
remaining two phases. Since {1XX,X1X} covers PreImg,
the procedure terminates and Img′ = 1XX ∨ X1X thus
characterizes an interpolant of PreImg and R0.

3.2 Comparisons Between Interpolant
Generation Algorithms

We compare our interpolant generation algorithm with
previous approaches in Table 1. One representative feature
of our algorithm is the inherited capability of generating
functionally different interpolants. It is achieved by adding
some literals of the initial cube to the final cube that are
removed after generalization in the last two phases. (Recall
that in the last two phases, a cube C is generalized after
some literals are removed. However, for a removable literal,
we can choose whether to remove it or retain it in C.) No-
tice that the legitimacy of the resulting Img′ is guaranteed
because Img′ still contains every PreImg state and remains

4It is believed much simpler in contrast to add proof logging
to modern SAT solvers [8].

Algorithm 1 Interpolation-based Model Checking Algo-
rithm of NewITP

Input: System M , bad state formula ¬P
Output: Result = {SAFE, REACHABLE}
Initialize: k ← 0

1. if (BMC(k,¬P ) == SAT) // special case for k = 0
2. return REACHABLE
3. Repeat
4. k ← k + 1, i← 0
5. Img0 ← ¬P
6. Repeat
7. Imgi+1 ← ITP (k, Imgi)
8. if (Imgi+1 == INVALID) // reachable
9. if (i == 0) // Imgi == ¬P , real counterexample
10. return REACHABLE
11. else // i 6= 0, might be spurious
12. break
13. if (Imgi+1 == NULL) // inductive invariant
14. return SAFE
15. else // find new interpolant
16. i← i+ 1

inconsistent with Rk−1. By intuition, it is possible to create
functionally different interpolants in general.

To our knowledge, some prior works have been proposed
to compute interpolants of different strengths [6, 19] by ma-
nipulating unsatisfiability proofs. However, they do not offer
an explicit approach on choosing interpolants that can im-
prove the model checking procedure. In the next section, we
explain how to guide the above-mentioned interpolant gen-
eration procedure to benefit the interpolation-based model
checking algorithm.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERPOLATION-
BASED MODEL CHECKER

Our interpolation-based model checker NewITP reinter-
prets the original interpolation-based model checking algo-
rithm using the above-mentioned interpolant generation tech-
niques. Furthermore, we describe a more efficient implemen-
tation of the algorithm by integrating reachability analysis
with interpolant generation. The algorithm of NewITP is
shown in Algorithm 1.

4.1 The Reinterpreted Model Checking
Algorithm

Algorithm 1 reinterprets the ordinary interpolation-based
model checking flow as mentioned in Section 2.2. We high-
light our implementation details that reinforce the algorithm
as the new interpolant generation techniques are applied.

In Algorithm 1, two SAT solvers are exploited by NewITP5:
(1) BMC-solver checks whether there exists a state of a cube
C that is reachable from initial states at a bounded depth,
i.e. the query Rk−1 ∧C, and (2) ITP-solver focuses on find-
ing pre-image states in the SAT Solving phase of our in-
terpolant generation flow.

Two main differences between reinterpreted and original
interpolation-based model checking algorithms are explained
as follows.

1. Present interpolant is not replaced by the disjunction of
all computed interpolants in the Containment and Re-
finement Step:

Let IMG be Img ∨ Img′, where Img and Img′ are the
present interpolant and the disjunction of former interpolants,

5Leverage tasks between two solvers in more intuitive and
implementation-wise while using a single solver increases the
difficulty to implementation.



respectively. After a refinement, Img is replaced by a IMG
and the abstraction of PreIMG is constructed in the original
flow. Because PreIMG can be represented as the disjunc-

tion of PreImg and PreImg′ , the disjunction of their over-
approximations forms an over-approximation of PreIMG.
Observe that IMG is a legitimate over-approximation of

PreImg′ and thus it is more practical to only abstract PreImg.
Since the Boolean space of IMG is larger than Img, this

particularly lessens the burden of ITP-solver and thereby ac-
celerates the generation of interpolants. Moreover, to refute

finding repeated states, cubes that represent PreImg′ are
blocked when computing an over-approximation of PreImg.
Consequently, fresh states returned from SAT Solving phase
are those new to all blocked cubes in the present and former
interpolant generation iterations. As an extra benefit, the
containment check of interpolants can be simplified to check
the emptiness of the present interpolant.

2. Reachability analysis in BMC Step and the construction
of interpolants in ITP Step are integrated:

Recall that our interpolants are represented as the disjunc-
tion of cubes that are generated in consecutive iterations. As
SAT Generalization phase of the interpolant generation
procedure completes, NewITP immediately checks whether
there is a (k−1)-step run to the cube C by the BMC-solver.
If yes, a k-step counterexample to Img is returned, which is
either real (as Img = ¬P ) or potentially spurious. Other-
wise, the interpolant generation procedure continues. Until
all cubes are confirmed unreachable at the (k − 1)-th step,
the abstraction of PreImg and Rk−1 returns.

Integrating reachability analysis and interpolant genera-
tion usually lessens the burden of BMC-solver because the
large SAT instance of Rk−1 ∧ δ(fk−1, sk−1, sk)∧ Img is par-
titioned into several smaller instances Rk−1∧C. In practice,
there are even fewer SAT queries to BMC-solver because the
SAT Solving phase merely finds states that do not appear
in any existing interpolants.

Back to Algorithm 1, if Imgi is unreachable from the ini-
tial state at the k-th step (line 7), function ITP (k, Imgi)

returns an interpolant that over-approximates PreImgi \
PreImg′ (states of PreImgi that are new to PreImg′), where
Img′ = Img0 ∨ Img1 ∨ · · · ∨ Imgi−1. If the result is NULL,
Img′ represents an inductive invariant (lines 13-14). If Imgi

is reachable otherwise, ITP (k, Imgi) returns an INVALID
result immediately as a cube C from the SAT General-
ization phase is confirmed reachable (line 8). The coun-
terexample is real if i = 0 (line 9) and otherwise it might be
spurious (line 11). In the latter case, the inner loop breaks
and k increases for the next iteration after all interpolants
and blocked cubes are freed.

Example 2. Consider the model checking of the system
in Figure 1 with ¬P = 111. Initially, there is no counterex-
ample for k = 0, and the first interpolant Img1 = 1XX ∨
X1X is generated as described in Example1 when k = 1.
Now consider the second interpolant Img2 = ITP (1, Img1)

withR0 = {000} and PreImg1 = {000, 010, 011, 100, 110, 111}.
Because states in Img1 are blocked in the last iteration, the
ITP-solver returns the only fresh state 000. Then a spu-
rious counterexample is returned because the reachability
check R0 ∧ 000 is satisfiable. All pre-images and blocked
cubes are disposed after increasing k by one.

Assume that the first interpolant Img1 = 100 ∨ X1X is
computed under R1 = {101} in the next iteration (k =

2). Then states of PreImg1 = {010, 011, 100, 110, 111} are
already involved in Img1. Therefore, there is no fresh state
in Img2 and the model checker confirms that ¬P is safe.

4.2 Guiding Interpolant Generation by
Spurious Counterexample Analysis

The toughest issue to interpolation-based model check-
ers is how to avoid excessive refinements, which are usually
resulted from computing too coarse abstractions. The fol-
lowing example describes the problem.

Example 3. Assume that when k = 2 in Example2, Img1

becomes XX0 ∨ X1X. Because R1 = {101} and 101 is a
pre-image state of Img1, the reachability check is satisfiable
and the procedure refines. Notice that the system has a fixed
reachability Rk = {101} for every odd k and Rk = {000} for
every even k. Unfortunately, the model checking algorithm
can never terminate if the interpolant generation procedure
returns Img1 = 1XX ∨ X1X and Img1 = XX0 ∨ X1X
successively. It is a potential problem resulted from what
functions of generated interpolants are, regardless of how
they are generated.

A substantial solution to the problem is to extend Rk from
the k-step reachability to reachability within k steps [16].
Empirically, this alteration improves the effectiveness of the
model checker to solve more safe cases; however, it also
sacrifices the efficiency on solving most instances, especially
the reachable counterparts.

We proposed an alternative to leverage effectiveness and
efficiency of the model checking algorithm. By analysing
spurious counterexamples that lead to refinements, NewITP
learns the ”cause” from refinements and guides the proce-
dure of interpolant generation to avoid potential and ex-
cessive refinements: Evidently, a refinement occurs only if

the reachability Rk−1 and PreImgi intersects. In the mean-

while, there is a reachable state si of PreImgi . Moreover,
there may exist a state si−1 of Imgi reachable from si in
one step. NewITP thus traces the counterexample further
until either Img0 or some Imgj is confirmed unreachable.

These states si, si−1, · · · on the spurious counterexample
are defined as the states to refinement, i.e. the ”cause” to
refinements. Mostly, states to refinement are not reachable
to ¬P and should be refuted from interpolants to avoid un-
necessary refinements in the future. After each refinement,
NewITP accumulates all states to refinement to a set Sref

for guiding the generation of future interpolants against in-

tersecting any of them. However, if PreImgi does intersect
with Sref , an INVALID interpolation is returned immedi-
ately by the function ITP (k, Imgi) in Algorithm 1.

Example 4. NewITP (with guidance) solves the problem
mentioned in Example3. At the first refinement, R0 = {000}
is reachable to a pre-image state of Img1 = 1XX ∨ X1X
when k = 1 in Example2. Observe that the reachable state
101 is not a pre-image state of Img0 (which is ¬P ), and thus
it is unreachable from Img0. Therefore, NewITP initializes
Sref to {000, 101}. As k increases to two, the new inter-
polant Img1 under R1 = {101} is computed with guidance.
Similarly, the state 100 is found and generalized to a cube
1X0 using ternary simulation. Different from Example1,
the cube cannot be generalized to 1XX because 101 is a
state to refinement. Therefore, a fine-grained interpolant
Img1 = 1X0 ∨ X1X is returned. In the next interpolant

generation iteration, there is no fresh state in PreImg1 ex-
cluded from Img1 and thereby NewITP terminates as ¬P
is confirmed safe successfully.

A simple but efficient approach to guide our interpolant
generation engine from intersecting Sref is described as fol-
lows. Since states of a cube returned from SAT Gener-
alization phase are indeed pre-image states, INVALID is
returned immediately if the cube intersects with Sref (line
8 of Algorithm 1). Therefore, only UNSAT Generaliza-
tion phase is extended as follows: Assume that a cube C is



returned by SAT Generalization phase and L is the set
of literals of C. Let cost(li) be the number of intersecting
states between Sref and C \ li, where C \ li is the cube C
with literal li removed. Let lmin be the literal with the min-
imum cost popped from L. If the literal lmin is involved in
the proof of unsatisfiability, keep it in C as usual. Other-
wise, lmin is removed from C if cost(lmin) is zero. Then,
update costs for literals that remain in L and continue on
the next literal with the minimum cost. The procedure ends
when L becomes empty or the minimum cost is non-zero.
As a result, C is generalized from the unsatisfiability while
refuting states to refinement. Clearly, the initial cube C is
always the finest generalization inconsistent with Sref .

After considering states to refinement into NewITP, some
interpolants are forcedly returned as INVALID. We claim
that the NewITP algorithm remains sound and complete be-
cause (1) Img remains an over-approximation of pre-image
states while cubes returned by UNSAT Generalization
are inconsistent with Rk−1. (2) Early or forced refinements
preserve the soundness and completeness of the algorithm.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented both NewITP and the original interpolation-

based model checking algorithm [16] (McMillan’s ITP) in
C++ with the underlying SAT solver MiniSAT [10]. The
instances chosen were drawn from the single property track
of HWMCC benchmark suite [1] (465 from HWMCC11 plus
175 new from HWMCC12). All experiments were conducted
on a Linux machine with Xeon 2.5 GHz CPU. Each instance
was solved under 900 seconds time-out and 8GB memory-
out limits.
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Figure 2: Result of NewITP with and without guid-
ance.

The first experiment shows the effect of guidance to NewITP
on solving all instances. Figure 2 illustrates the results on
verifying both safe and reachable instances. The x- and y-
axes represent the runtime and cumulative solved instances,
respectively. On solving safe instances, NewITP with guid-
ance successfully proves 28 more instances. On the reach-
able counterparts, since guidance introduces an inevitable
but insignificant overhead to NewITP, only one instance is
affected and becomes undecided. As a result, 27 more in-
stances are solved by NewITP with guidance.

Figure 3 compares NewITP with McMillan’s ITP on solv-
ing all instances. Totally NewITP (with guidance) solves
278 while McMillan’s ITP solves 231 instances. Specifically
there are 15 reachable and 32 safe more instances solved
by NewITP, which shows that NewITP is superior in con-
structing adequate interpolants efficiently. The verification
results of both checkers with Rk extended to the reachability
within k steps are also included. They reveal that extending
Rk does not help McMillan’s ITP solve more (in fact, both
safe and reachable) instances. For NewITP, since extend-
ing Rk eliminates the effect of guidance, we experimented
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Figure 3: Result of interpolation-based model check-
ing algorithms.

on Rk-extended NewITP without guidance. Compared to
the results of McMillan’s ITP, NewITP effectively solves the
same number of safe and 22 more reachable instances than
the Rk-extended version does.

The overall effect of extendingRk is not apparent to NewITP
without guidance. Although we do not include the data here,
extending Rk do help NewITP (w/o guidance) on solving
28 more safe instances; however, 23 reachable instances
become undecided. This states that guidance strongly im-
proves the effectiveness of our model checker while imposing
an insignificant overhead to the efficiency.

Although considering reachability within k steps is a more
complete solution to the excessive but avoidable refinement
problem, it can be an overkill in practice. On the contrary,
our approach on introducing guidance is more efficient and
effective in general.

Another experiment on solving comparably hard instances
was conducted. Instances that are unsolvable by other SAT-
based model checkers, including property directed reacha-
bility (PDR , a.k.a IC3) [3, 9] and bounded model checking
with induction (UMC) [2, 20], were retained. Figure 4 shows
the result. The x- and y- axes correspond to the runtime
results of NewITP and McMillan’s ITP (both without ex-
tending Rk), respectively. A spot in the figure corresponds
to the model checking result of an instance. Experiments
show that NewITP complements other model checkers bet-
ter than McMillan’s ITP does: In the right figure, NewITP
proves two more instances and performs better in runtime
than McMillan’s ITP. Moreover, in the left figure, NewITP
discovered 3 counterexample runs that any other checkers
can’t. Experiments explain that UMC takes too much effort
in the induction steps while PDR fails to investigate real
counterexample runs efficiently on solving these reachable
instances.
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Figure 4: Runtime on solving hard instances.

We have researched on some potential improvements to
NewITP. To accelerate NewITP on reachable instances,



the bounded depth k can be safely increased by i instead of
one after refinement in Algorithm 1. It is because the refine-
ment at the i-th iteration implies that Rk−1 is not reachable
to ¬P in i steps. (Refinement at i = 0 returns a real coun-
terexample.) Therefore, it is safe to increase k by i since the
procedure has confirmed that there is no counterexample
with depth smaller than k + i. Experimental results show
that NewITP solves the same number of instances if i is in-
creased dynamically; however, it indeed improves NewITP
to solve seven more reachable instances.

In fact, we investigated some reachable instances that
can only be disproved by NewITP under dynamic increased
i. Because NewITP merely solves the one-step counterexam-
ple from undiscovered pre-image states to states discovered
in the last iteration of interpolant generation, the SAT in-
stance is usually small and easy to solve by modern solvers.
We observed that on verifying these instances, i usually
grows rapidly before refinement and then k is increased by
a large i once. This not only blocks NewITP from checking
worthless counterexamples smaller than k+ i steps but also
increases the effectiveness of NewITP to investigate deep
counterexamples that are unreachable by other model check-
ing algorithms.

Theoretically, NewITP can be implemented in the reverse
manner6 by considering the over-approximation of forward
images instead of backward pre-images. Two major alter-
ations in our implementation for reverse NewITP are: (1) no
SAT Generalization phase in interpolant generation pro-
cedure because ternary simulation can no longer be applied,
and (2) ternary simulation can thus be applied to generalize
more states to refinement for guidance. Because SAT Gen-
eralization accelerates the collection of pre-image states,
the runtime of interpolant generation in the reversed im-
plementation is detained and thereby the efficiency drops.
Nevertheless, making states to refinement a larger set ren-
ders reverse NewITP refine more frequently and construct
fine-grained interpolants. This enables reverse NewITP to
prove some hard instances that the original implementation
requires more refinement steps.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a counterexample-guided interpolant

generation algorithm that allows constructing functionally
different interpolants using ternary simulation and SAT solv-
ing. Our interpolation-based model model checker, NewITP,
not only reinterprets McMillan’s model checking algorithm
but also reinforces it by analysing spurious counterexamples
for interpolant generation guidance. Experiments showed
that NewITP outperforms McMillan’s algorithm on solving
both safe and reachable instances from a large benchmark
suite. However, the performance of NewITP is still infe-
rior to PDR, which indicates a possible research direction
in the future to leverage different algorithms. As various
applications of interpolation has been researched, we antici-
pate techniques in NewITP may further inspire and support
researchers on solving new problems.
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